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Expectations

 “If I had 30 minutes left on this Earth, I 
would rather spend them in Professor 
Abd-El-Khalick’s class

 . . . because every minute in his class sure 
feels like an hour!”

 So, by my calculations . . .

 . . . this talk will feel like 2.5 days. Please, 
bear with me!



Nature of 
science:
The What

Thomas S. Kuhn (1922-1996)

Karl Popper (1902-1994)



Let’s start by doing what all 
good scientists do, right; 
let’s observe:
What do you see?





So, do we see with our 
eyes?
Or do we see with our 
minds?
How does what’s in our 
heads influence what we 
‘see’ with our eyes?



All this is interesting, but 
what does this have to do 
with science?



N-rays

 X-rays discovered by Roentgen in 1985

 N-rays discovered by physicist Renĕ
Blondlot at the University of Nancy, 
France in 1903



Blondlot’s experimental setup



N-rays

 “Observed by at least forty people and 
analyzed in some 300 papers by some
100 scientists and medical doctors 
between 1903 and 1906” (Nye, 1980)

 But how come you have not heard of      
N-rays?

 . . . well, because they do not exist!



But surely science is 
different today compared 
to the early 1900s!





European 

Organization for 

Nuclear Research

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/sh/4/42/CERN_logo_400x400.gif&imgrefurl=http://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datoteka:CERN_logo_400x400.gif&h=576&w=576&sz=53&tbnid=ZHxqZAIZr8SixM:&tbnh=134&tbnw=134&prev=/images?q=CERN+logo&usg=__wjAWvB0ih9MIta0pQCF2wQm4hW4=&ei=FI0KS_SrAcyBkQXLnLHXCQ&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=4&ct=image&ved=0CA8Q9QEwAw




Observation and theory

 Observations are always motivated and 
guided by, and acquire meaning in light of 
questions and problems derived from, 
certain theoretical perspectives

 Science rarely starts with neutral 
observations: Rather, it starts with 
questions and/or theories

 Observations are never “objective”: They 
can only be more or less ‘objective’



Observation and theory

 “About thirty years ago there was much 
talk that geologists ought only to observe 
and not to theorize . . . How odd it is that 
anyone should not see that all 
observations must be for or against some 
view if it is to be of any service” (Charles 
Darwin in a letter to Fawcett, Sept 18, 
1861)



Theory-laden nature of science

 Scientists’ theoretical and disciplinary 
commitments, beliefs, prior knowledge, 
training, and expectations influence their

 Choice of problems to investigate

Methods of investigation

 Observations, and

 Interpretations

 An example of one important aspect of 
nature of science (NOS)



Nature of science

 Draws on history, philosophy, sociology, and 
psychology of science

 Epistemology of science

 Deals with issues relating to the development 
and  justification of claims to scientific knowledge

 Characteristics of the generated scientific 
knowledge

 Obviously, there both are points of 
consensus and points of debate when it 
comes to aspects of NOS



Consider the theory-laden 
NOS



Double-blind
experiments: The golden standard



The Scientific Method:
What is it?





Scientific method in science textbooks
Holt Physics: Serway & Faughn, 1999, p. 6

 “Physics, like all other sciences, is based on the 
scientific method . . . When physicists try to 
explain how things work, they use the scientific 
method. The steps of the scientific method are    
. . . Make observations and collect data that lead 
to a question; Formulate and objectively test 
hypotheses by experiments; Interpret results, 
and revise the hypothesis if necessary; State 
conclusions in a from that can be evaluated by 
others”



Scientific Method Quiz
Science Fundamentals
Source: http://chemistry.about.com/library/weekly/blmethodquiz.htm

The scientific method is the basis for experimentation and 
scientific research. Do you really understand what the scientific 
method is and how to apply it? Here is a ten question quiz you 
can take to test your knowledge. Are you ready? Have fun!

 Q: The first step of the scientific method involves:
 forming a hypothesis.

making observations.

 performing an experiment.

 predicting the result of an experiment.

http://chemistry.about.com/library/weekly/blmethodquiz.htm


No Wonder students follow suit!

 “In my opinion science is different from 
religion and philosophy because it has one 
scientific method, while you have many 
different philosophies and religions” (G11 
student)



Going more sophisticated

 “Real” method of science

http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/
howscienceworks_02

 Case study: “Exploring Aerosols”

http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/
howscienceworks_04

 The whole story with ozone depletion

http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/
ozone_depletion_13

http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/howscienceworks_02
http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/howscienceworks_02
http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/howscienceworks_04
http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/howscienceworks_04
http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/ozone_depletion_13
http://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/ozone_depletion_13


Myth of “The Scientific Method”

 Scientists observe, infer, compare, measure, 
test, speculate, hypothesize, debate, create 
ideas and conceptual tools, and construct 
theories and explanations. However,

 There is no single, recipe-like, stepwise, 
procedural, “Scientific Method” that 
unerringly leads them to valid claims or 
infallible knowledge

 This Includes practical, conceptual, and 
logical (e.g., induction, deduction) activities



Other important aspects of 
nature of science



Empirical NOS

 Scientific claims are derived from, and/or 
consistent with, observations of natural 
phenomena: “Nature kicks back!”

 But, scientists do not have “direct” access to 
most natural phenomena: Observations are

 Filtered through the human perceptual apparatus

 Mediated by assumptions underlying the 
functioning of scientific instruments

 Interpreted from within elaborate theoretical 
frameworks



Inferential NOS

 Crucial distinction between observation and 
inference

 Observations: Descriptive statements about 
phenomena; accessible to the senses (or their 
extensions); amenable for observer consensus

 Inferences: Statements about phenomena not 
directly accessible to the senses

 Most scientific constructs (e.g., gravity), are 
inferential: They can only be accessed 
and/or measured through their effects



Creative NOS

 Science is not an entirely rational or 
systematic activity: “Science is a blend of 
logic and imagination” (AAAS, 1990)

 Generating scientific knowledge involves 
human creativity: Scientists invent 
explanations and theoretical entities

 “Physical concepts are free creations of the 
human mind, and are not, however it may 
seem, uniquely determined by the external 
world” (Albert Einstein)



Tentative NOS

 Scientific knowledge is reliable and durable, 
but never absolute or certain

 All categories of knowledge (“facts,” 
theories, laws, etc.) are subject to change 
because
 Of new evidence made possible through 

conceptual and/or technological advances

 Reinterpretation of existing evidence in light of 
new or revised theoretical ideas

 Shifts in the directions of established research 
programs



Nature of scientific theories

 Highly corroborated, internally consistent 
systems of explanation

 Account for large sets of seemingly 
unrelated observations in several fields

 Generate research questions and problems, 
and guide future investigations

 Often based on assumptions or axioms and 
posit the existence of non-observable 
entities

 Can only be tested indirectly



Nature of scientific laws

 Descriptive statements of relationships 
among observable phenomena

 Are never absolute or certain

 “Not only do the laws of physics have 
exceptions . . . They are no even true for 
the most part, or approximately true” 
(Nancy Cartwright)



Social NOS

 Scientific knowledge is socially negotiated 
(not be to confused with relativistic notions 
of science)

 Constitutive values underlying established 
venues for communication and criticism in 
science  (e.g., double-blind peer-review)

 Objectivity is “secured by the social 
character of inquiry . . . . [criticism allows 
the] incorporation of hypotheses into the 
cannon of scientific knowledge, which can 
be independent of any individual’s subjective 
preferences” (Helen Longino)



Nature of 
science:
The Why

Students at Singapore Polytechnic (New York Times)



Scientific literacy

 A desirable goal for all students and 
citizens

 Learning about science is as important as 
learning science content and processes

 Nature of science is a crucial component 
of scientific literacy



Underserved dimension in science education

Science as a body of 
knowledge
 Science as a set of processes
 Science as a way of knowing: NOS 

 Science as a way of knowing: NOS



Emphasis given to NOS in science textbooks: 
PERCEPTION



Emphasis given to NOS in science textbooks: 
DATA!



However . . .

 We still “teach” students some things 
about NOS

 We teach them both implicitly, as well as 
explicitly

 What we do surely falls short: Research 
consistently shows that students hold 
naïve views of NOS



Informing science teaching

 If we assume that the way students 
develop their scientific understandings 
bears some resemblance to the way 
scientists go about generating scientific 
knowledge, then

 NOS can provide teachers with enormous 
guidance in the science classroom

 Especially in terms of avoiding a number 
of pitfalls



Go-observe-the-fish syndrome

 Naïve induction: Starting with a set of 
observations, students will somehow 
reach (our!) meaningful conclusions

 Often results in mere frustration

 NOS reminds us that data “must be for or 
against some view if it is to be of any 
service”



Blank-slate syndrome

 NOS speaks to the crucial role of student 
ideas, theories, and prior knowledge

 Positive heuristic: Importance of theory, 
and owning the question or problem

 Negative heuristic: Response to 
anomalous data or “why students just 
won’t learn”



Blank-slate syndrome

 Chinn and Brewer (1993) identified seven 
student responses to anomalous data
 Ignore the data

 Reject the data

 Exclude the data from the domain of theory

 Hold the data in abeyance

 Reinterpret the data; retain theory

 Reinterpret the data; make peripheral 
changes to theory

 Accept the data; change theory



Guess-what-is-on-my-mind syndrome

 Students rarely perceive science as a 
creative endeavor to which they can 
contribute

 Students see science as done by others: 
They need to (or only can) learn its 
authoritative, immutable facts

 Not clear how students can be engaged in 
meaningful active or inquiry learning 
when coming from such a perspective



Go-at-it-alone syndrome

 The social nature of science suggests an 
approach to teaching that engages 
students in collaborative and critical small 
and large group activities

 Scientists work, think, build arguments, 
communicate, and learn in groups

 Yet, we mostly want students to do all 
this on their own

 The whole ‘communication’ aspect of 
science is forgotten



Nature of 
science:
The How



How do we go about 
teaching about NOS?



Two broad perspectives on 
NOS with differing 
instructional implications



Lived perspective

 NOS is doing science: It is the practice of 
science

 Learning about NOS results as a “by-
product” of students’ engagement with 
science-based activities

 NOS can only be acquired implicitly 
through practice; NOS “cannot be taught 
directly, rather it is learned, like language, 
by being part of a culture” (Duschl, 2004)



Lived perspective

 Conflates processes of science and 
inquiry skills with NOS (e.g., observing 
versus theory-laden NOS)



Reflective perspective

 NOS derives from reflecting on science; it 
is about the practice of science

 NOS is a reflective endeavor: Represents 
the collective scholarship of historians, 
philosophers, and sociologists of science; 
scientists turned historians or 
philosophers; and reflective scientists



Reflective perspective

 NOS cannot be learned automatically or 
implicitly through engagement in doing 
science: It should consciously addressed 
as part of the science curriculum through 
structured reflection on practice



Lived vs. reflective perspectives 

 Empirical evidence weighs on the side of 
the reflective perspective both for

 Students

 USA 1960s science curricula

 Studies that directly compared both 
approaches (e.g., Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 
2002)

 Teachers (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 
2000)



Explicit, reflective NOS instruction

 Should not be equated with didactic

 “Explicit” has curricular implications
 Enhancing learners NOS’ conceptions should 

be planned for instead of being anticipated as 
a side effect or secondary product of learning 
content or engagement with science activities

 Leaves open the pedagogical approach to be 
used, with a strong preference for reform-
minded approaches



Explicit, reflective NOS instruction

 “Reflective” has instructional implications

 Students should be provided  with structured 
opportunities to reflect on their engagement 
with science

 Such reflection is undertaken from lenses that 
draw on the conceptual tools from history, 
philosophy, sociology, and psychology of 
science



The issue of controversial 
aspects of NOS



NOS across the educational ladder

 Teacher education

 Secondary school

 Elementary school

 Specific, complex, 
problematized

 General, simple, 
unproblematic



Levels of depth: Empirical NOS

Teacher 
education

Secondary 
students

Elementary 
students

Scientific theories are underdetermined by 
evidence. Debates continue about the extent to 
which rationality versus value judgment mediate 
the use of evidence in theory choice

Theories can only be tested by comparing their 
consequences with empirical observations. 
Hypotheses do not “jump out” from evidence: 
Inference beyond the evidence is usually 
involved [Creative NOS]. The relationship 
between knowledge claims and evidence is 
mediated by theory [Theory-laden NOS]

Science demands evidence: Scientific knowledge 
is derived from and/or supported by 
observations of the natural world



Last thought

 “Ask a scientist what he conceives the scientific method 
to be, and he will adopt an expression that is at once 
solemn and shifty-eyed: solemn, because he feels he 
ought to declare an opinion; shifty-eyed, because he is 
wondering how to conceal the fact that he has no 
opinion to declare. If taunted he would probably 
mumble something about ‘Induction’ and ‘Establishing 
the Laws of Nature’” (Medawar, 1969, p. 11)

 While engagement with science provides the optimal 
context for learning about NOS, it is not enough: We 
need to go the extra step and teach about NOS 


